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UI UX Design

01
An application developed 
by Pathcheck Foundation 
which helps mental health 
patients connect 
anonymously with Doctors 
and health practioners.

Get data on your health 
periodicly and healing 
exercises. Skip the 
questionnaire if not needed

Mental Health 
Application



Search for Doctors and health practioners for your 
specific mental health condition. Schedule a 
consultation and chat with your health provider

If the user skips signi-in an 
anonymous name to 
ensure privacy 

Hi #user39

Get answers to  your questions in the forum section. 
Build communities and get awareness about the 
facts of your condition.

Get insights on your health staistics weekly and 
monthly. Emergency care if the patient needs 
immediate attention 



Rota Extrabold Rota Extralight

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Get answers to  your questions in the 
forum section. Build communities and get 
awareness about the facts of your 
condition.

Typography Wireframes



1D79EE
Blue C4C4C4

Dark Grey

F4F4F4
Light Grey

FFFFFF
White

Trustworthiness
The color is an approprite 
representation that induces 
trust in an individual.

The shades of white and grey in 
right proportions are calming to 
the user.

Keeping in mind the visibility 
and trustworthiness these 
colors will justify the brand

Calm

02
One shot cafe

Designing an identity for a 
manga cafe along with its 
applications and 
collaterals.

Identity Design

Colors



To design an identity for a manga cafe, a manga 
cafe is a cafe which serves food, you can read 
comics and play video games.

ONE SHOT CAFE

Cafe

Color

Ideations

Digital Ideations



E

The form of the books was 
tweaked and the cup was 
made softer to refine the 
overall form

Form explorations Final Form



ONE SH OT CAFE
 COMICS  FOOD VIDEO GAMES

Pixels showing videogames

food and beverages

Books depicting comics

 COMICS  FOOD VIDEO GAMES

 CAFEOTONE SH

Colors Final logo



ONE SH OT CAFE
 COMICS  FOOD VIDEO GAMES

AASMITA BHATTACHARYA
owner

Near New Valley School, Banashankari

Bangalore - 530068, Karnataka.

Ph - 0257-2260051

oneshot@gmail.com

oneshotcafe.com

ONE SH OT CAFE

Near New Valley School, Banashankari, Bangalore - 530068, Karnataka      Ph - 0257 - 2260051    oneshotcafe.com

 COMICS  FOOD VIDEO GAMES

Card Letter Head



ONE SH OT CAF E

Near New Valley School, Banashankari, Bangalore - 530068, Karnataka      Ph - 0257 - 2260051    oneshotcafe.com

COMICS FOOD VIDEO GAMES

Envelops





03
Book Cover

Designing book cover for kids 
age 8 to 12, a science and 
technology inventions
information book.

To design a book cover for a book that educates and 
informs young students from 6 to 10 about new tech 
innovations in the country. The main attribute was the 
word “innovation”

The first concept was how an idea when 
implemented sparks innovation. normally, when idea 
strikes down its written down. Here the nib represents the 
”idea” which is driving the innovation that is rocket. The 
nib is manipulated in a way that is also looks like a smoke 
after rocket launch.

Book cover Design

Brief

Concept



Since the keyword behind inspiration was innovation. 
I wanted to show the evolution from wooden slates to 
tabs now. To emphasize both the side i have added 
chalk for the slate part and digital pen on the tabs 
side. The illustration has hand like quality on slate but 
digitised precision on tab part. The font was warped 
to add that playful feel.

This concept had a puzzle which is a common game kids 
play. where some pieces had images of science and tech.
vibrant colors and fun typography as it was intended for 
kids demographic

Concept



04
Social Media 
Post

Designing social media 
post for various events 
moslty for instagram and 
facebook

Social media graphics



Designing social media post 
for a school on different 
festivals



05
Auroville

Designing an application 
that offers technqies to 
boost self esteem.

App Design

Research



Persona



User Journey



Final UI
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